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Ariel vocal coach dead

Tags simon cowell x factor uk x factor x judges agent aj sophoman college, major in sociology. Great video footage and video game fan. The author got for shows like Survivor, American Talent, X Factor UK, and Dancing with the Stars! Comments (0) tragic X Factor star Ariel Burdett was found dead with stab wounds to
her neck, Conquest heard today. Ariel - whose real name was Amy - was found dead at her home in Leeds aged 38 on November 12 after her landlord staff checked on her eight days earlier. The reality TV star was well known at Wodehouse, Leeds Ariel Burdett died at the age of 38Credit: Goff Photo Opening Conquest
heard today how they got to her home on November 4 after concerns were raised about her welfare. Wakefield Crown Court heard Ms Birdett did not respond or respond to attempts to contact her, and staff returned home with a lock eight days later. Once inside the property, they found Ms. Bardet on her back in bed with



blood on the carpet. Pathologist Dr Lisa Barker issued an early cause of death as a burned wound to the neck. Ms. Bardet had one of the most memorable auditions on the Hit TV show, which appeared on X Factor in 2008. He got into a fight with judges Cheryl and Simon Cowell and tore up his ID number when he came
in. I'm not a number, I'm a human being, he said during the audition. A video of the talent show trial, dubbed the world's most angry woman, has been viewed online more than three million times. 'I'm not a number' he told Simon Cowell, Donnie Minogue, Cheryl Tweedy and Louis Walsh he was a comprehensive singing
instructor. Coroner Jonathan Leach adjourned the conquest until a later date, which has not yet been set. We showed Ms Burdett fighting demons and regretted appearing on the HIT ITV show, according to a pal. Andrew Smalling, 35, knew Amy from the Chemistry Pub, in Woodhouse, Leeds, where she lived. We were
shocked when we heard he was dead, he told Sun Online. He had been grappling with demons for a while I think he regretted appearing on X Factor because he was actually a decent musician and it kind of infected him. A tribute handling of shocked pals has been shed following the death of the popular reality TV
presenter. He was a popular figure around Woodhouse with his distinctive look. Student Sarah Laughlin, 20, said many of us knew who she was because we saw her on X Factor as kids. He was one of those memorable television moments. It's sad that the dead X FACTOR 'TAINTED' ARIEL Tributes also poured in from
wellwishers and fans on Twitter. One person tweeted: RIP Ariel Burdett, the Holistic Vocal Coach icon who provided one of the most legendary moments on TV. He was a general, he wasn't an expert, he was a human being, not a number. His voice did a lot of things and misses a lot another post: Ariel Burdett is dead
omg. Despite the crossing and what not, he was talked about more than most participants and will Be an X Factor legend! RIP And a third wrote: Really sad to hear about Ariel Burdett aka the Holistic Vocal Coach passing away. He brought great joy to me and many people, and with absolute love remembered by many
of us. A Facebook account advised wellwishers to contact his brother for details about his funeral. After testing positive for Vicky Pattison's new boyfriend CovidWho, Holby City's Lee Mead should spend Xmas alone and why did he split from John Noble? Love Island's Amber Gill defended the holidays as she had 'no
idea' about row 4How's old University Challenge host Jeremy Paxman? Who was Raoul Julia and how did she die? Corrie's Samia Longchambon reveals Christmas tradition to remember her late dadJedward lash out at Love Island stars for holidaying amid Covid-19 pandemicWilmer Valderrama and fiancee Amanda
expecting first child togetherA look back at the life of Vicar Of Dibley star Emma ChambersEd Sheeran fans convinced new single Afterglow is a tribute to wife Cherry No family members were present during the brief hearing today. A West Yorkshire Police spokesman said on November 12, police were called to an
address in the Woodhouse area of Leeds where a woman had been found dead. There were no suspicious circumstances and were notified to the coroner's office. tribute in the afterthought of the tragic death of Ariel Flood: The copyright of a mourner told how readers brought 'so much joy' in the touching tribute of credit:
the Ariel X Factor copyright audition is widely regarded as one of the most memorable ever seen on showCredit : Image copyright Ariel Burdett's audition on X Factor If you, or anyone you know, need help to deal with The Samaritans' mental health problems can be contacted on 116 123, or visit the Mind website. X
Factor participant Ariel Bradt was found dead with stab wounds to her neck, a conquest has heard. The aspiring singer's body - which appeared during the audition stages of the 2008 TV series - is said to have been discovered at her home in Leeds on November 12.The staff of Bradt's landlord had been communicating
with her more than a week before her death but did not receive a response. After several more unsuccessful attempts, the landlord hired a locker to forcibly enter the house, where Bradt was found in bed with blood on the nearby carpet. Paramedics were called and pathologist Dr Lisa Barker later concluded that the
cause of death was an incision wound to the neck. Bradet's death is not treated as suspicious. The all-91ford show, whose real name was Thomas McAllies, was the frontman of the guitar-pop band Marmalade. It was the first Scottish band to top the UK singles charts, with its cover of the Ub-la-de-Beatles, Ub-la-da in
December 1968. Ford died of Parkinson's-related complications on December 31, 2018 in Los Angeles at the age of 72. The Getty A singer, songwriter, ethnologist, mentor and philanthropist also married Neil Young for 36 years. He died. Cancer on January 1, aged 66, in Mountain View, California. GettyThe singer and
pianist achieved fame as half of the musical duo Captain &amp; Tennille, best known for their 1975 hit Love Will Keep Us Together. Dragon died of kidney failure in Prescott, Arizona, on January 2 at the age of 76.Getty Images The actor was best known for playing the original Scott Robinson in Neighbours, which the
show launched on Channel Seven Australia in 1985. Perkins died of cancer on January 2, at the age of 54, the Emmy Award-winning writer appeared in american comedy shows Curb Your Enthusiasm and Arrested Development and was known for his deadpan delivery. He died on January 2, shortly after being
diagnosed with leukemia, aged 76. HBO/Kobal/REX/ShutterstockThe raspy-voiced, wide-eyed, wide-laughed actor plays the original Broadway musical from Gentlemen prefer blondes and hello, Dolly!, while presenting an Oscar-nominated performance in Millie's perfectly modern musical film version in 1967. On
January 15, Hening died of natural causes at his home in Rancho Mirage, California, at the age of 97.Getty Oliver, a Pulitzer Prize winner, wrote an aggressor ode to nature and animal life that brought his critical acclaim and popular affection and wrote more than 15 collections of poetry and essays. He died on January
17 at the age of 83 in Hobe Sed, Florida. The actor was best known for his role as Battery Sergeant-Major Williams in the It Ain't Half Hot TV series, Mum, which was performed from 1974 to 1981. On January 17, at the age of 88, four months after the death of his wife, Eluned.GettyThe Lithuanian-born filmmaker, who
fled a Nazi labor camp and became a refugee, he climbed up for acclaim in New York and went to work with John Lennon, Yoko Ono, Janice Joplin and Andy Warhol. He died in New York City on January 23 at the age of 96. Four-time Oscar-winning composer, conductor and pianist Chuck Close, Andre Parvein, has
died at his Manhattan home at the age of 89. German-born Virtuso, who has enjoyed a career for eight decades, worked on more than 500 albums and films, including Gigi, My Lady Fair and Porgie and Bash. Along with success in Hollywood, the pianist also performed a popular classical music sketch with comedy duet
Morecambe and Wise.Getty The writer, novelist and editor worked with writers including Margaret Atwood, Philip Roth, Jean Reese and VS Naipaul. He died on January 23 at the age of 101 following a short illness at a london hospice. Over the course of more than 50 years, the French musician wrote scores of more
than 200 films and TV series as well as original songs. In 1968, he won his first Oscar for Windmills of Your Mind from thomas' crown adventure. He died in Paris on January 26 at the age of 86. The 14-Grammy-nominated singer-songwriter Getty was well known for his hits including Baby, Come to Me, his duet with
Patty Austin and Yh Mo Bi There, a duet sung with Michael McDonald, I took you a gram, Ingram died january 29 at the age of 66 from brain cancer at his Los Angeles home. The actor's Getty enjoyed a career over more than 60 years, including hundreds of screen appearances, including Warmlines (1984) and
Terminator (1984). The actor died January 30 at the age of 90 in Lake Uluca, California. The Warner BrosThe comedian gained recognition on the comedy circuit in the 1980s and is a regular on the BBC Radio 4 panel show, including Racing News and I'm Sorry I Don't Have a Clue. He died of cancer on February 1 at
the age of 57. RexKnown to many as the long-suffering Richard Bucket in Keeping Up Appearances, the actor's first professional acting job was at Nottingham Playhouse, in the UK premiere of JB Priestley's take the Fool Away, in 1959. He died on Friday, February 1, after a short illness at the age of 82. RexThe played
the actor in the 1954 horror classic Creature of the Black Skunk, plays Kay Lawrence, the girlfriend of hero ichitologist Dr. David Reid (Richard Carlson) and the target of creature obsessions. He died February 3 in Los Angeles at the age of 92. RexThe actor was one of Britain's premiere Shakespearean actors and was
nominated for five Oscars across almost four decades – for Tom Jones (1963), Murder on the Orient Express (1974), The Dresser (1983), Under the Volcano (1984) and Erin Brockovich (2000). He died of a short illness at the age of 82. Gatiborn became part of the Munkis in 1942 in Washington, D.C., with Mickey
Delentes, Michael Nesmith and Davy Jones in the mid-1960s when the group was formed as a counterpart to the American Beatles. All four of the more than 400 applicants were selected to star in the TV series associated with the The Monkees, which aired between 1966 and 1968.Getty Images Frontman Tak Tak
Group, Hollis is largely responsible for changing the group It was toward a more experimental approach in the mid-1980s, pioneering what became known as rock, with hit singles including Life What You Do (1985) and Life in Another World (1986). Musician Andy Anderson, a former drummer for cures and Iggy Pop, died
of terminal cancer at the age of 68, after a long and successful career as session musician Alex Pym/Facebook after attending carnegie mellon drama school in Pittsburgh, Sheridan starred in a string of film and TELEVISION credits for the next two decades including invasion and stopping and getting fire. He has died at
the age of 44, appeared at his home in New Orleans.Getty ImagesFreeman appeared in season 13 of the sound TV singing contest, making a strong early impression with his cover of 'Radioactive' by Imagine Dragons, performing during a blind audition. He had a severe case of contamination and had a blood clot
traveling to his heart. He died in hospital on March 2. The Getty Images for COTAFlint quickly became one of britain's electronic music figures during the Nineties as a singer in the Prodigy band. He died march 4 at the age of 49. EPAPerry rose to fame as teen heartthrob Dylan McKay in Hills, 90210', and most recently
played Fred Andrews in The CW's 'Riverdale'. His representative said in a statement that he died march 4 after suffering a massive stroke. AFP/Getty ImagesAllan was best known for his role as Rush Saunders, father of Steve Saunders Ian Ziring, in Beverly Hills, 90210; Don Craig in The Days of Our Lives; and CC
Capwell in Santa Barbara. He died on Saturday, March 9, at the age of 84. Rex FeaturesAs are part of The Wreck Crew, an elite group of session players, Blaine Drums on some of the most iconic songs of the 1960s and 1970s, including Good Vibrations Beach Boys, Ronettes's Baby Bash, and Simon &amp;
Garfunkel's Miss Robinson. He died on March 11 at the age of 90. Ireland-born actor Getty had roles in almost 40 films and 30 TV shows, including at the BBC's Eastenders, Barry Lyndon Stanley Kubrick and the RTE Clinic. He died on Friday, March 15, at the age of 79PAMike Thalassitis, a semi-professional footballer
before finding fame in the third season of Lowe's Island. He died at the age of 26. Rex FeaturesDale is credited with pioneering the surfing music genre by drawing on its Middle Eastern heritage and experimenting with veneration. He is best known for his hit Misirlou, which was used in the 1994 film Pulp Fiction. He died
on Saturday, March 16, at the age of 81. Getty Goitarian Bernie Inflation rose to fame in the Seventies before joining Ozzy Osbourne on tour in 1982 following the death of guitarist Randy Rhodes in a plane crash that same year. The Dublin-born musician died on March 17, 2019, at the age of 66. YouTubeR&B singer-
songwriter Andre Williams collaborated on writing a flurry of tails among many other hits, first signing with Fortune Records and then with Motown. The Alabama native, who moved to Detroit when he was young, died March 17 at the age of 82. Despite staying out of the spotlight in the wake of her short years as a
teenage idol, she was one of the most prolific artists of her generation, releasing a string of critically acclaimed albums as well as writing a number of film scores, and producing albums for other artists, including Pulp. New Wave filmmaker Rex Frances Varda died March 29 at the age of 90. She was best known for cléo
films from 5 to 7 and Vagabond and was widely considered one of the most influential experimental and feminist filmmakers of all time. AFP/Getty Model and gang girl Tanya Mallett died March 30 at the age of 77. He won his only credit acting role against Sean Connery in the 1964 film Goldfinger, and as Tilly
Masterson.United Artists One, a member of level 42 establishment, Boone Gould, died March 1 at the age of 64. He was a guitarist and saxophone. Reers features Grammy-nominated rapper Nipsy Hussell shot outside his clothing store in Los Angeles on April 1. He was 33, Hussell, once signed to the Sony saga. Had a
breakthrough with a lap victory, critically acclaimed major label debut albums at Atlantic Records. The album appeared on several best lists, including Complex and Billboard. (Photo by Randy Shropshire/Getty Images for Warner Music) John Singleton, a well-known director best known for the film Boyz Ann Hood, has
died at the age of 51. Singleton had been on life support following a stroke on April 17, at which point he was taken to an intensive care unit in Los Angeles. His family decided to take him out of life support on April 29. The acclaimed filmmaker was the first African-American nominated for an Academy Award for Best
Director for Boise Ann Hood and was the youngest person to be nominated for the same award in 1991. He directed the film when he was in his 20s, and just left film school. Getty Cameadian Star was the star of several eponymous TV shows during the 1990s, such as Freddie Starr, The Individual Star Show and an
audience with Freddie Starr. Starr was the subject of one of the most famous headlines in british press history, which splashed on the front page of the Sun newspaper in 1986: Freddie Starr ate my hamster. The dead star was found at his costa del Sole home on May 9, 2019. RexTwin Peaks star Peggy Lipton died of
cancer, at the age of 72 on May 11. Day died on May 15 after a serious bout of The Month of Al-Raya. Rex Andrew Hall died on May 20, 2019, after a short illness, according to his management group. The actor was best known for playing Russell Parkinson in the BBC Show Butterflies and Mark Selby on Coronation
Street. He had also recently appeared as a gentleman in The Blood Drive.Photo IT/REXCarmine Cardini, best known for playing two different roles in the Godfather Franchise, died May 28, 2019, at Ceders Sinai Hospital at the age of 85. Before returning to the Franchise in 1990, he played Carmine Romato in The
Godfather of Part II (1974) as Albert Volpe in The Third Godfather. Kerr, who was born in Berlin in 1923, the daughter of a German-Jewish theatre critic, was forced to flee Germany with her family after the rise of the Nazi Party because her father was openly a Nazi critic. His books were burned shortly after he left the
country. The Koreas first traveled to Switzerland, then to France and eventually to Britain, where Kerr stayed for the rest of his life. Although she always wanted to be a writer, she only started writing and lottery when her own children learn to read. Alongside the tiger who came to tea - which concerns a young girl and her
mother whose afternoon tea is cut off by flynn's arrival - Kerr is also known for her 17-book Mogg series detailing the adventures of a typical house cat. AFP/Getty ImagesThe celebrated And the musician, who for decades delighted audiences and fans around the world using the stage name Dr. John, died at the age of
77 on June 6. A man who combined blues, Tonk and Gg Time elements to create a style the size of his home city of New Orleans memorably and captivatingly died of a heart attack Thursday morning. Rex Peter Mayhew, best known for his role as Jubacca in the Star Wars film series, has died at the age of 74. The
movie star stood more than seven feet tall and played the role of fictional character who acts as a loyal friend of franchise hero Han Solo. Reuters Leon Redbone died on May 30, 2019, at the age of 69. The singer-songwriter, who received the attention of Bob Dylan in the '70s and was an early guest Saturday Night Live,
released more than 15 albums over four decades. PHOTO BY CHRIS CAPSTICK/REXBLAKE'S 7 AND DOCTOR WHO STAR PAUL DARROW DIED IN JUNE AT THE AGE OF 78 AFTER A SHORT ILLNESS. The Syrian-born actor was best known for his role as Kerr Aavon in the BBC Science-Fi series Blake 7 during
the 70s and 80s, but also appeared in more than 200 other shows, including Saint, Zed Kars, Emmerdale, Hollywood and Little Britain. PADisney Channel star Cameron Boyce died in his sleep on July 6 at the age of 20. His family later confirmed that the actor, who had appeared in Jesse and the descendants, had
epilepsy. Getty Rip Torn, actor of film, television and theater, died on July 9, 2019, at the age of 88. His career lasted seven decades. AFP/GETTYMichael Sleggs, who appeared as Slugs in hit BBC Three sitcom This Country, died from heart failure on 9 July, 2019, aged 33. BBC Emmerdale actor Freddie Jones died in
July at the age of 91. The British star was recently known for playing Sandy Thomas in the soap from 2005 to 2018. He also stared in Hollywood films Don, The Elephant Man and Firefox, and the ITV actor Dech Rautger Haver famously played the recurring role of Roy Batey in Blade Runner Ridley Scott. As Baty, he
delivered the symbolic monologue of tears in the rain. Haver died on July 19, 2019, at the age of 75. TIZIANA FABI/AFP/Getty ImagesActor Paula Williamson, who played coronation street and married criminal Charles Blancson, was found dead on July 29, 2019.Getty Nobel Prize-winning writer Tony Morrison died on
August 6 at the age of 88. His death was confirmed with deep sadness by Morrison's family, who said he was looking for a short illness in the past in the New York Braanox. The celebrated author of 11 novels was known for his maritime work on slavery and the experiences of black women, including the popular 1987,
the story of a runaway female slave - for which he won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction the following year. She became the first African-American woman to win the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1993. MediaPunch/REXPeter Fonda died of lung cancer on August 16, 2019. His family said he was 79 years old. He was a
counterculture writer and co-star Easy Rider (1969). APHome and away star Ben Owin were found dead on August 14 at the age of 41, according to New South Wales Police. He played as Jesse McGregor's 'Bad Boy' in the popular Australian soap between 1996 and 20, and then died on August 30, 2002-2005, before
switching to a career in lawGettyItalian bodybuilder, who appeared in Terminator, Running Man and Conan Berber, on August 30, 2019, at the age of 78. The former Olympian enjoyed a successful career as a boxer and was best friends with Arnold Schwarzenegger.Getty Images The country singer died on September
4, 2019, at the age of 30 in a car accident. Harris, of Wylie, Texas, was scheduled to perform at a music festival in New Mexico the next day. YouTube / Kylie Eresong, writer and producer of Lason Daniels, died September 4 at the age of 41. She was best known for her collaborations with producer Darkchild, and has
songwriting credits on a number of pop and R&B classics by artists including Beyonce, Destiny's Child, Janet and Michael Jackson, Lady Gaga, Brandy and actress Whitney Houston.Roxan, mostly for her role as Non. The cruise line singer, known as Poseidon Adventure, died September 3 at the age of 77.Pigeon/Daily
Express/Getty Images Jimmie Johnson, respected session guitarist and co-founder of Scholes Muscle Audio Studios, died September 5, 2019, at the age of 76. APJohn Wesley, an actor who played Dr. Hoover in The Fresh Prince of Bel Air, died in September 2019 at the age of 72 from complications from multiple
myeloma, according to his family. His other acting credits include Baywatch, as well as buddy's 1992 comedy Buddy Police' Stop! Or my mom shoots, according to the Austin Chronicle, YouTube/Warner Bros. musician Le Fei's domestic TV distribution of Daniel Johnston died in September 2019 in the wake of a heart
attack. His bodywork includes the celebrated 1983 album 'Hello, How Are You'. ALAIN JOCARD/AFP/Getty ImagesRic Ocasek, frontman of new wave rock band The Cars, died 15 September at the age of 75. Oakske was pronounced dead after police alerted an unac response man at a Manhattan town house. The
cause of death has not yet been confirmed, though the Daily Beast reports that a NYPD official said Ocasek appears to have died of natural causes. Ocasek found fame as lead singer of Kars, who was integral in the birth of the New Wave movement and found hits including Drive, Good Time Roll and Daughter my best
friend. Astrid Stawiarz/Getty Images for NetflixThe former host turned narrator hunters home HGTV died on September 17. He was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2006 and initially recovered, until the disease returned in October 2018.Rodin Eknroth/Getty ImagesThe songwriter behind some of the best songs of the
Grateful Dead died september 23 at the age of 78. Her best known grateful dead songs include 'Cumberland Blues,' 'Must Have Been Roses,' and 'Terrapin Station'. Larry Busacca/Getty Images for Songwriters Hall of Fame Leinda Porter, best known His role as an elderly Mirtel supermarket employee in the American
Superstore Sitcom died September 25 after a long battle with cancer. He also appeared in series including Twin Peaks, The Mini Project, ER and X-FilesTyler Golden/NBCGinger Baker, a legendary drummer and co-founder of the rock band Worm, died On Sunday, October 6, after becoming seriously ill in hospital at the
age of 80. The musician founded The Creamer in 1966, along with Eric Clapton and Jack Bruce Karam. Alamilgendry ballet dancer Alicia Alonso died October 18 at the age of 98. Alisha Alonso has gone and left a huge legacy of void but unparalleled, cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel said, putting Cuba at the altar of
the best dance around the world. Thank you Alisha for your immortal work. Alonso was born Alisha Arnstina de la Villedad Martinez del Hoyo on December 21, 1921. She first appeared on stage at the age of 10, falling in love with ballet. When you're careful and you see a theatre full of people, you feel like you're alive,
you're born, he told the BBC in 2015. Getty Prder Robert Evans died on October 26 at the age of 89. He supported seminal films such as 'Chinatown', 'The Godfather', 'Harold and Moud' and 'Love Story'. Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Ariel Bradt died on November 12 at the age of 35. She appeared on X Factor in 2008
and is considered to have had one of the most memorable auditions in the history of the TV show. ITV Jill Galloway-Heitz died of dense heart failure on November 13 at the age of 78. His television appearances included Glee and Jailbreak, and he also starred in The Direct Story's David Lynch.Fox's Terry O'Neill, who
died november 17 at the age of 81, photographed some of the world's most legendary stars and public figures, from Audrey Hepburn to David Bowie, Elton John, Winston Churchill and Frank Sinatra. He also shot members of the royal family, including the Queen. In 2008, she was the first African American to be elected
to the U.S. Open and the 2019 U.S. Open. The English restaurant and TV chef, known for his love of British cuisine and ingredients and for his distinctive cluster hair style, front shows such as MasterChef, MasterChef USA, Hell's Kitchen, and his series, Rhodes Around Britain. AFPGodfrey Gao died on November 27, at
the age of 35. He suffered a cardiac arrest after collapsing on the set of a game show in China. Gao was considered the first Asian supermodel, and in 2013 he appeared in the Hollywood film Mortal Instruments.Getty Imageron Leibman, who played Rachel's father in Friends, died December 7 at the age of 82. The actor
died of al-Riyiya, a representative for his family confirmed. Leiman won a Tony Award in 1993 for taking on the role of closed-sex lawyer Roy Cohen in Tony Young's first Broadway production of Angels. He is also included in films including Norma Rae and Winter/Getty Imageschikago-born rapper Juice Weld, real name
Jarrad Anthony Higgins, died December 8 at the age of 21. The ASSOCIATED Press confirmed that the Lucid Dreams rapper suffered a medical emergency at Chicago's Midway International Airport, and was later pronounced dead at the hospital. Dave Kutzinski/Getty Images for the power of 105.1 puppeteer Carol
Spiny, who portrayed Big Bird and Oscar Grouch in the Sesame Street children's program, has died at the age of 84. Sesame Workshop confirmed that Spiny died december 8 at his home in Connecticut after suffering some time from Dystony. Robin Marchant/Getty Images For SiriusXMProlific character actor Rene
Auberjonois died December 8 at the age of 79. His credits included ROBERT ALTMAN MASH's film and Benson and Star Trek TV shows: DeepSpace No. Getty Images Mary Frederickson, a half of pope Roquet's duet, died December 9 after enduring a long illness. One of Roquest's most famous hits is must have been
love and listen to your heart. Carlos Alvarez/Getty Images American comedian Chris Cotton, best known for the comedy central web series Every Fucking Day, died December 13 at the age of 32. The cause of death has not yet been announced. Cotton is survived by his wife Ericaline, who is set to give birth to their first
child in February.Michael Kovac/Getty Images for Comedy Central Actor Danny Aiello, known for his role as The Year at Spike Lee doing the right thing, on Thursday , dec 12 has died at the age of 86.Michael Loccisano/Getty ImagesComedian and entertainer Choi Bravo, who has a reputation as sidekick to comic
Chelsea Handler, died December 15 at the age of 63. Bravo fell ill on a trip to his hometown of Mexico, where he died in hospital. David Livingston/Getty Images Entertainer Kenny Lynch, known for roles in Carry On Loving and TV show The Sweeney along with a successful pop career, has died at the age of 81. Lynch
was born in east London in 1938 to Barbadi's father and a mother of British and Jamaican heritage. He was one of Britain's first black pop stars to tour with the Beatles, achieving two top 10 hits, including Up on the Roof, originally recorded by Yfters. He was also the first artist to cover a Beatles song when he released a
version of Lennon and McCartney composing Misery in 1963. RexThe Tony Award-winning composer and lyricist Jerry Herman who wrote music and songs for shows including Hello, Dolly! And La Cage aux Folles, died on December 26 at the age of 88. Herman's death was confirmed by his stepdaughter, who told the
Associated Press that he died of pulmonary complications in Miami, Florida. Herman created 10 Broadway shows, and won two Tony Awards for Best Musical for Hello, Dolly! (1964) and La Cage aux Folles (1983). He also won two Grammys and became the pride of the Kennedy Center in 2010. Ron Sachs-Poole/Getty
Image Extra, who worked as a body duet for actor Alfie Allen as Tion Greyjoy, reportedly died at his home in Belfast on December 23. He was in his thirties. Even among the extra thousands who came through the crowd room in the throne - Andrew always stood up, Pamela Smyth, head of crowd makeup at the hit HBO
show, told Belfast Live. There was only something about him that was special. Extras DeptKelly Fraser, the Canadian pop artist who gained worldwide attention for her Inuit-language colour of Diamonds by Rihanna, died in December aged 26. Fraser was known for his pro-indigenous culture efforts, writing or translating
songs aimed at using pop music to raise awareness of it in inuit. Rex Kamdian and musician Neil Ince, who collaborated with Monty Python and played with Rthles, died December 30 at the age of 75. After engaging with the comedy group in the 1970s, Esk wrote music for Monty Python albums including Monty Python's
previous record and Monty Python's matching tie and hand-in-hand. Getty ImagesAn auditioner Ariel Burdett - real name Amy Burdett - went viral in 2008 after it ended in a tirade against the Girls Aloud star and former judge, Cheryl.She told the judges - including Simon Cowell and Louis Walsh - that she was human, not
a number after tearing up her label featuring a audition number and throwing it on the floor. Bradt, whose audition is considered one of the show's most memorable, was rejected by the judges, who called Cheryl stupid. He also told the judges that a little metal would shove right up to his one. Tributes for Bradet have
been poured in on social media, with one writing: 'I can't believe he died... Rest in peace, another Ariel Bardet said, [Ariel] has never passed the first audition, but she's been remembered and talked about more than the majority of acts that have made it to X Factor live shows. To support mental health, you can call the
Free 24/7 Samaritan hotline on 116 123, email jo@samaritans.org or visit www.samaritans.org to find details of your nearest branch. X Factor singer BurdettAspiring's memorable audition ended in a dilute against the judges
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